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INTRODUCTORY.

Partly to meet the demand for information respecting the sugar beet
and its culture, and partly because of the inauguration of extensive ex-
periments in sugar beet culture throughout the Territor}^ during the sea.
son of 1896, this bulletin has been prepared. It is not based upon data
obtained in Arizona in the cultivation of sugar beets, nor the results of
original investigations by the members of the working force of this Sta-
tion. It is merely a compilation, recourse having been had in its pre-
paration to the published bulletins and reports of the Experiment Sta-
tions and United States Department of Agriculture, and to the current
newspaper and magazine publications. There is, therefore, nothing-
new to science contained in this bulletin. Its object is to bring before
the farmers of Arizona, primarily, and of such other localities as may be
seeking it, a clear and comprehensive, yet comparatively full statement
of the whole question of sugar beet culture. The bulletin is not so thor-
ough as might be desired, but it is issued in the hope that it may meet
the conditions for which it is published.

SUGAR CONSUMPTION.

Sugar is a very important article in the diet of the human race,
especially in that portion of the race known as Caucasians, or white
people, and the consumption of sugar per capita is gradually increasing
from year to year. Although sugar was for a long period in the history
of the race considered as a luxui"3r only, it has come to be regarded as
one of the most prominent among necessary articles of diet of the most
highly civilized peoples.

In the rate of consumption of sugar per capita the United States
ranks second only to England, and the amount consumed in this coun-
try is twice greater than the average per capita consumption of the in-
habitants of Europe. The per capita consumption of sugar for the
European countries for the years 1894-'95 is reported to have
been as follows: Austria, 19.8 pounds; Belgium, 22.5 pounds; Btilgaria,
8.9 pounds; Denmark, 45.4 pounds; England, 86.1 pounds; France, 30.6
pounds; Germany, 26.8 pounds; Greece, 6.3 pounds; Italy, 6.7 pounds;
Holland, 31.3 pounds; Portugal and Madeira, 12.9 pounds; Roumania,,
4 pounds; Russia, 10.9 pounds; Servia, 4 pounds; Sweden and Norway,
24.1 pounds; Spain, 13.7 pounds; Switzerland, 44.7 pounds; Turkey,
7.7 pounds; the average for Europe, 25.6 pounds; while the average
consumption in the United States for that year was 62.6 pounds. The
high rate of consumption for England does not indicate that that
amount of sugar is actually eaten as food or confection by the inhabi-
tants of England, as a considerable part of the sugar making up the to-
tal consumption of that country goes into the manufacture of confec-
tionery and preserves for exportation. It is probable that the people of
England actually devour but little if any more sugar than the inhabi-
tants of the United States.
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Of the vast amount of sugar consumed in this country, now aggre-
gating nearly two millions of tons per annum, but little more than one-
sixth, or about 360,000 tons, are at present produced in the United
States. The foreign sugar consumed in this country is imported at a
cost of over $100,000,000 per year, a large part of which sum might
well be retained in this country should the attention of but a small por-
tion of the farmers located in the regions adapted to the cultivation of
sugar beets be given to the production of this valuable crop.

SUGAR BEETS AT THE EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

Next to the United States Government experiments those conducted
by the experiment stations in the several states and territories of .the
Union have been the most important, determining in what localities
of the United States sugar beets may be grown and with what results.
A large number of the experiment stations have devoted more or less of
their energy to the solution of problems connected with sugar beet cul-
ture.

Experiments have been made in this connection at the stations of
the following States: In California, since 1890; in Colorado, Indiana
and Iowa, since 1888; in Kansas, since 1890; in Maryland, since 1891;
in Massachusetts, since 1890; in Michigan, since 1888; in Minnesota
since 1891; in Missouri, since 1892; in Nebraska experiments were be-
gun by individuals in 1872, but systematic work was not begun until
1888 ; in Nevada and New Jersey, since 1891; in New York, since 1893 ;
in North Dakota and Pennsylvania, since 1891; in South Dakota, since
1888; in Utah, since 1892; in Wisconsin, since 1890; in Wyoming, since
1891.

In California experiments were conducted to determine the effect of
size of beet upon the percentage of sugar, also to ascertain the amount
of fertilizing material removed from the soil by each crop, and in the re-
port for 1892 it is stated that the sugar beet takes from the soil twenty
times as much potash, three times as nruch phosphoric acid and twice as
much nitrogen as does wheat, none of wThich, however, is removed in the
sugar alone, the constituents from which the sugar is made coming from
the air. If, therefore, the tops, the beet pulp and the tare of the beets be
returned to the soil it is in no way impoverished by the cultivation of
the beet. Extensive experiments were also made in California to ascer-
tain the effect of alkali upon sugar beets. In a general summary of the
results, published in the report for 1894-95, it is stated that beets of
high grade, both as to sugar and its purity, may be grown upon alkali soil,
where the alkali is not too strong and does not contain too much com-
mon salt, as stated elsewhere in this bulletin.

Sugar beets have been grown commercially for the manufacture of
sugar, and the industry has been found profitable in the following states:
In California, where no less than three factories have been in operation
during the past season, and there is a prospect of at least three new fac-



tories being* erected in the near future; in Nebraska, where there were
two factories in operation during last year; in New Mexico, where there
was one factory operated last season for the first time ; in Utah, where
there is one large factory; in Wisconsin, where a factory has just been
completed and been in operation during1 the past season, and in Vir-
ginia.

NATURAL HISTORY OF THE BEET."

Botanists generally agree that the great variety of beets now grown
for table purposes, for sugar and for stock, originated from the same
source. The wild plant grows throughout Southern Europe, where it
began to be cultivated long before the Christian era. Both the red and
white roots were known to the ancients, but since the beet root began
to be cultivated on a large scale as a food for cattle and for the produc-
tion of sugar the number of varieties has increased very rapidly. Mod-
ern cultivation has not only increased the size of the root but has greatly
improved the quality as well. Beets now grown for the production of
sugar contain a much greater percentage of saccharine matter than
those grown at the beginning of the industry.

Although this country affords no indigenous plant belonging to the
same genus as the beet, we have many native plants belonging to closely
allied genera. In fact, many oi our most common weeds, both native
and introduced species, are botanically closely related to the beet. Many
of our pigweeds (Chenopodium), sage bushes (Atriplex), and sea blite
(Suaeda) are botanical relatives of the beet,

Although Southern Arizona is south of the so-called beet belt, the
fact that so many of the near relatives of the beet are indigenous to the
Territory would seem to argue that beets may be successfully grown here.
Sugar beets are grown with great success in both California and New
Mexico, in a climate somewhat similar to that of Arizona. It would seem,
that many of the valleys of Arizona might be with equal profit, turned
to the production of sugar beets.

THE SUGAR BEET INDUSTRY.

In viewr of the increasing interest in sugar beet culture it is thought
desirable to include In this bulletin a brief historical sketch of the sugar
beet and the manufacture of sugar from beet root.

The origin and early development of the sugar beet is shrouded in the
darkness of antiquity. The earliest notice, perhaps, of this plant is that
given by Theophrastus, who describes beets of two varieties, one deep
red and the other white. In his writings in 1590 Oliver de Serres in
speaking of the red beet, says that it has been known in Europe for a
long time and that "the juice yielded on boiling is similar to sugar
syrup." This red beet, of which he speaks, is supposed to have been in-
troduced into England as early as 1548! No mention is made of the

^Contributed by James W. Tourney, Botanist and Entomologist of the Station.



white variety, however, until as late as 1570. In 1782 LL squall red, a,
large red, a yellow and a white variety were known, according to the
reports of Abe Rosier, one of which varieties, known as Disette, was be-
lieved to have originated in Germany. This was brought into notice in
France by one Vilmorin, an ancestor of the senior partner in the enor-
mous seed establishment of Vilmorin, Adrieux & Co. It was introduced
into England in 1786 by one Perkins. These roots were culti-
vated only for table and feeding live stock until the time of Marg-
roff, who, in 1747, made some experiments with beets and other plants
to ascertain their sugar content, and the results were announced to the
Berlin Academy of Sciences during this year. He found the beet richer in
sugar than any other plant examined and predicted that an immense in-
dustry might grow out of its cultivation. It was not tin til about fifty
years later, however, that Karl Franz Aehard, a pupil of MargroiPs,
took up the work ot investigating the sugar question along the lines
laid down by his teacher, and succeeded in extracting" sugar from beets
in considerable quantity. In 1797 the results were given to the public,
and two years later samples of the sugar with an account of his method of
procedure were presented to the Institute of France. He stated that his
product, which was not a refined sugar but muscovado, could be pro-
duced from the beet by his process at the cost of six cents per pound.
The results were so astonishing as to cause his statements to be much
doubted, yet the interest was so great that the French Institute secured
the appointment of a commission to examine Achard's methods and
repeat his experiments. The commission found that sugar beets con-
tained about six per cent of sugar. In their process of experiments they
secured a product that was of a brown color and disagreeable to the
taste, which, however, was easily purified by alcohol. By a modifica-
tion of the process one-fourth more of muscovado was obtained. The
commission stated, however, that the cost of sugar by rhis process
would be about 18 cents per pound. The commission concluded its re-
port with the following, among other statements: "The sugar sample
examined by various processes and by aid of repeated purifications
showed all the qualities of cane sugar. That the quantity of sugar
which this root contained was so great that attention should be given
to its extraction. If we may render this root rich in sugar at will, by
earing for its culture, it is desirable that experiments be made upon this
subject. That independent of these experiments it would be valuable to
determine if among the seATeral varieties some do not exist more rich in
sugar than those pointed otit by Aehard."

The report, however, did not arouse much interest in France, but in
Germany Aehard's letters and work were followed by new lines of in-
vestigation by a number of people. In 1805 Baron de Koppy erected
upon his estate in Silesia, a factory for the extraction of sugar capable
of working 525 tons of roots per year, and in connection with it pro-
vision was made for the utilization of the waste product in the
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manufacture of rum and vinegar. In his enthusiasm Aehard erected a
factory upon his own estate, on the Oder. These were followed by the
establishment of other factories in Germany. Political conditions inter-
vened just at this time which added materially to the development of
the industry. The continental blockade was established by the declara-
tion of Napoleon I, excluding from the market and consumption all ma-
terial whatever of English manufacture and the productions of English
colonies. As a consequence sugar became scarce and increased in price
and the manufactured products of Aehard and Koppy returned corre-
spondingly greater profit. The attention of France, however, was de-
voted toward the grape and the manufacture of grape sugar was under-
taken. In his report to the Emperor of France, in 1811, Montalivet,
then Minister of the Interior, stated that one Secci had produced 500
tons of beet roots from 80 acres from which he expected to get about
30,000 pounds of sugar, and that Molar had sown nearly 200 acres of
ground in beets for the purpose of manufacturing sugar. The report
contained an account of experiments being conducted in a number of
other places in France, along the Rhine and in Holland.

In March, 1811, Napoleon decreed that 79,040 acres of laud should
be devoted to the growing of beet roots, and that this land should be
in thorough cultivation the following year at the latest; that six experi-
mental schools should be established for giving instruction in the manu-
facture of beet root sugar and that $200,000 be set aside for the encour-
agement of the production of beet root sugar and indigo; that the im-
portation of sugar and indigo should be prohibited from the two Indies.

At this time various methods were used in the extraction of the
sugar from the beet root, but in none of them did they succeed in pro-
ducing sugar at a cost of less than fifteen cents per pound. In 1812
Napoleon decreed the establishment of six schools for the study of the
manufacture of beet sugar and provided that 100 students should at-
tend these schools, and made further provision for the encouragement of
cultivating beet roots for the manufacture of sugar.

In Germany also great progress was made. In 1.811 two schools
were established for instruction in the manufacture of beet sugar. Stu-
dents were attracted to these schools from nearly all the nations of
continental Europe, but the development of the industry at this time
was not without many obstacles and ridicule as well. In one paper
there appeared a caricature which represented Napoleon with a cup of
coffee before him and squeezing into it juice from a beet root. The king
of Rome was seated near sucking a beet root, while the nurse said to him:
"Suck, dear, suck; your father says it's sugar."

The industry, however, continued to develop and to cause much
anxiety to^ngland respecting her colonial commerce, and it has been
stated that the English government made through some anomalous per-
son an offer to Aehard of the^urn of $40,000 and later of $100,000 if
he would publish a statement to the effect that in his enthusiasm he had
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experiments of any note were inaugurated until 1863, when two Ger-
man brothers by the name of Gannert began, at Chatsworth, Illinois,
an experiment in the manufacture of sugar, which, after six years, they
were compelled to abandon. They subseqtiently undertook work at
Freeport, Illinois, and were likewise unsuccessful at this point. Some of
the machinery was then removed to Blackhawk, Wisconsin, where a co~
operative enterprise was already under way. The experiments here in
1870 and 1871 were practically failures, and the Gannert brothers sank
from sight.

The first successful undertaking was that by Bonestell and Otto,
two Germans, who organized a company with a capital of $12,000,
which operated for two years at Fondulac, Wisconsin. The works
at Fondulac were then abandoned for a flattering offer from the
Alvarado Sugar Company, of San Francisco^ which they accepted and
continued to operate until 1873. Mr. Otto subseqtiently went to Santa
Cruz County and continued the operation of a factory until 1876. In
this latter year the Alvarado Company failed because of the failure of
the beet crop. In 1869 the Sacramento Valley Company was organized
and operated in the manufacture of sugar from beets from 1870 to 1875
when the machinery was sold.

According to the reports of the California State Agricultural Society
there was produced in California in 1870 sugar to the amount of 500,-
000 pounds; in 1871, 800,000 pounds; 1875, 1,500,000 pounds. These
results were obtained without any aid or particular encouragement
from the general'government,

Massachusetts mid New Jersey exempted from taxation for ten years,
from 1870 to 1871, all capital and property engaged in beet sugar indus-
try, but the proposition did not result in any particular benefit. Sub-
sequently Maine offered a bounty of one cent per pound for all sugar
manufactured from beet root in the State, and the Forest City Sugar Re-
iinery,of Portland, Maine, put in machinery with a capacity to handle
150 tonsipf roots per day and secured the planting of 1,250 acres of
land. In 1876 and 1877 $300 were appropriated by Delaware to be ex-
pended in premiums, etc., to encourage the culture of sugar beets, the
sum being increased to $1,500 in 1878 and 1879.

Since that time experiments in the growing of sugar beets have been
conducted in every state and territory of the Union, and the United
States Government has encouraged these experiments by the distribu-
tion of beet seed to a very great extent. In 1891 the United States dis-
tributed 13,500 packets of beet seed to 4,600 persons. There were re-
turned for analysis 1,622 samples of beets grown from these seeds. In
1892 8,159 packets were distributed to 2,316 persons. There were re-
turned for analysis 432 samples of beets. Small numbers of packets oi
seeds have been distributed since that time. For several years a small
beet s,ugar factory was in operation at Staunton, Virginia. The factory
burned, however, about two years ago. At Lehi, in Utah, a factory
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was erected in 1890 and 1891, American machinery being used through-
out in its equipment. It is estimated that there will be produced at this
factory during the seasons of 1896—97 about nine million pounds of
sugar.

In Nebraska there are two beet sugar factories in operation and for
the season 1895-96, 9,500,000 pounds of sugar were produced at these.
A factory has recently been completed at Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin,
for which the farmers have contracted to grow 2,500 tons of beets
annually. The first year, however, about 18,000 tons of beets were
grown and in silos when the factory began operations this month (Jan-
uary, '97.)

In view of the wonderful development of the sugar beet industry in
California, its history in this State deserves a somewhat more extended
notice. There are three beet sugar factories in operation in California,
one at Watsonville, Santa Cruz County; one at Alvarado, Alameda
County, and one at Chino, San Bernardino County; another is to be
built at Salinas during the present 3^ear—this latter to be one of the
largest in the world. In 1895 6,500 acres were planted to beets at
Chino. In 1896 10,000 acres were planted, and during the past season
the beets have averaged about 16 per cent of sugar. Last year there
were 11,000 acres of beets grown for the Watsonville factory and about
one-third as much for the Alvarado factory^

The one point, however, where sugar beets were grown extensivel}r

in recent years, where the conditions most nearly resemble those of Ari-
zona, was in the Pecos Valley, New Mexico. In this valley, at Eddy,
New Mexico, there was erected in 1896 a beet sugar factory, and during
the past season about 1,500 acres of beets were grown in that vi-
cinity, yielding probably 18,000 tons of beets. Analyses have shown
these beets to contain from 12 to 21,85 per cent of sugar.

SOME AMERICAN STATISTICS.

Some conception of the growth of factories in the United States may
be gathered from the data of two American factories given below, gath-
ered mostly by the American Agriculturist, and published also in part
in the Wisconsin Station Bulletin 55. At Lehi the acreage has more than
doubled within the six years, the tonnage of beets produced has in-
creased nearly four-fold, the amount of sugar per acre has doubled, and
the number of days in operation has doubled. At Chino the acreage
has quadrupled, the tonnage increased more than five-fold, the sugar

produced per acre nearly doubled and days in operation increased 75 per
cent.
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FOR INDUSTRIOUS FARMERS ONLY.

One expecting to engage in the growing of sugar beets should not
entertain the supposition that this industry provides a rapid and certain
means of acquiring wealth, although it has been clearly demonstrated
that under normal conditions, in proper localities the sugar beet is a
very profitable crop. But it must be borne in mind that before it can
become a source of revenue means must be provided for the consumption
of the beet roots in the manufacture of sugar, and factories will not be
built until it shall be clearly demonstrated and to the satisfaction of
capitalivSts that the beet roots can be produced of such quality as to jus-
tify their use in the manufacture of sugar, and also that a sufficient sup-
ply may be assured. That such may be demonstrated in many parts of
Arizona is confidently believed. The first step is to make careful experi-
ments in the growing of sugar beets at all points where there is a suf-
ficiently large body of land of suitable character for the culture of the
beet, situated so as to be within easy reach of a factory to be erected at
or near that point.

Furthermore, it must be borne in mind that the sugar beet is not a
lazy man's crop. A profitable crop can be grown only through intensive
culture. The soil must be carefully prepared, the seed properly planted,
and the growing crop must be watched and carefully tended if good re-
turns are to be looked for.

THE SUGAR BEET ZONE.

As stated above, it is reasonable to expect that throughout the
greater part of Arizona the sugar beet may be successfully grown.
Nearly the whole of the Territory lies within the zone designated by Dr.
Wiley, in his report of 1890, as the sugar belt, the southern part reach-
ing somewhat south of it. This belt takes a sinuous course across the
United States, doubling upon itself in the Rocky Mountain and Pacific
coast regions, following the isotherm of 70 degrees Fahrenheit for the
months of June, July and August, and extending for a distance of one
hundred miles upon either side of this isotherm. Since the publication of
that report the area within which sugar beets may be profitably
grown has been extended in both directions. Though the
percentage of sugar may not be so great, on an average, as in more
northern climates, the advantages of a longer season during which the
crop may be grown and harvested and the longer time open for working
the roots in the factory as well, more than compensate for the small re-
duction in sugar content. In cold climates it is necessary to have a fac-
tory of sufficient capacity to work up the whole beet root crop within a
short space of time, or the roots must be buried in a silo to keep them
from frost, thus entailing an extra handling. While in warm climates,
sueh as prevail over the greater part of Arizona, the beets may be left
where they grow until needed at the factory.
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OVER-PRODUCTION.

The question as to whether the beet sugar industry is not likely to
be overdone in the United States needs scarcely be considered, further
than to state that it is scarcely possible and certainly not probable, that
there will be an over-production of sugar. It will require at least 500 beet
sugar factories of the capacity of the average ofthose in operation in Cali-
fornia, to produce all the sugar used in the United States at the present
rate of consumption. While it need not be expected that the beet root
sugar will supplant entirely the sugar from cane it is to be expected that
the per capita consumption of sweets will continue to increase in Amer-
ica, and this, together with the further need due to the rapid increase in
population will make the demand a constant and rapidly growing one,
which must be met from some quarter, and should be met by American
production.

SUGAR BEETS AND GENERAL AGRICULTURE.

The question naturally presents itself to many as to what effect in
a community will sugar beet culture have upon the growing of other
crops? Will general agriculture be abandoned where beet culture is taken
up? In a report made by Consul-General Brewer, of Berlin, occurs the
following upon this point:

"It is an established fact that notwithstanding the extensive culti-
vation of sugar beets, no decrease in the yield of cereals has taken place,
but has, on the contrary, augmented by double and treble the amount
in the districts where the sugar beets are planted, and that at those
very places the production of meat is steadily increasing. The growth
of sugar beets requires that the soil be tilled to a greater depth, thus
adding to the thrift also of other plants to be cultivated later on the
same soil. Besides, the remnants or waste left in the manufacture of
beet sugar furnishes not only an excellent food for cattle, but also a fer-
tilizing stuff, dispensing to a considerable extent with the use of artificial
manure. But the profit is also considerable which this industry affords
people who work in the sugar manufactories, as they get employment
throughout the whole year, during the spring and summer seasons in
the growing and cultivation of the beets, and during the fall and winter
in the manufactories."

The same has been found true, to a limited extent, in this country,
though the industry here is yet much too young to have developed many
of the associated industries found in connection with beet sugar pro-
duction in Europe.

THE SUGAR BEET. AND CANAIGRE.

There is a probable advantage to be found in the sugar beet indus-
try in Arizona that can be found in very few other localities in the United
States. This is to be attained in combining1 in one factory the two
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industries of manufacturing sugar from the beet and the extraction of
tannic acid from canaigre. Although it has not been demonstrated by
actual practice that this can be done, it appears to be quite feasible.
Concerning this matter, Mr, C. B. Allaire, President and General Mana-
ger of the Tanning Extract Company, at Deming, New Mexico, who has
had more experience in the extraction of tannin from canaigre than any
other individual in this country, and has also carefully studied the pro-
cess of sugar manufacture, whose opinion should therefore have
great weight, writes as follows:

"'A large part of a sugar factory could be used for extracting tannic
acid from canaigre—of course the boilers, engine, pumps, etc., also the
root washers with some modification, the conveyors, slicers and diffu-
sion battery, if built of copper. When it comes to the vacuum pans,
both primary and secondary, some modification would be necessary. I
doubt if airy sugar factory, already built, could be adapted to extract
without a very large expense for copper work necessary; but if the man-
ufacture of both classes of goods was contemplated before the faetory
was built it could be done at an increased cost of not over $25,000 for a
200-ton factor}', and in my opinion there would be no trouble in thor-
oughly cleaning the apparatus so that the sugar would show no traces
of color from the extract To adapt a factory to both classes
of goods, the extra expense would not be so much in duplicating appa-
ratus as in the substitution of copper for iron, which would be necessar\r

for the tannin liquors, where iron answers every purpose for sugar. . . .
Marketing the extract might be troublesome to people who had experi-
ence in sugar only and might justify a separate manager for that depart-
ment, at least until the business was thoroughly established."

M. Swenson, of the Walbuni-Swenson Co., Manufacturers of Beet
Sugar Machinery, Chicago, writes respecting this matter as follows:

"We have made quite a number of experiments here with canaigre
and will say that I think the diffusion battery and evaporating plants
used in a beet plant could be worked all right for canaigre. I do not
think it would be necessary to use copper for the diffusion cells if these
are thoroughly painted with acid proof paint. You would probably
have to paint them at least every season. The slicer and other machin-
ery needed in the beet sugar factory would be equally available for ca-
naigre."

I am informed that others are studying the question and experi-
menting in the processes with a view of uniting the two industries as
suggested above.

CO-OPERATIVE FACTORIES.

As soon as it is demonstrated that beets may be grown of sufficient
richness in sugar and in great enough tonnage, the problem of securing
a factory arises, if, in fact, it does not present itself as a formidable fac-
tor before the first cultural experiments are begun. A beet sugar factory
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is an expensive establishment, and the many failures experienced during
the early testing of the industry in this country will cause capital to
make haste slowly when it comes to an investment of this kind and of
the amount required. A factory of sufficient capacity to warrant its
operation at the present time would cost about $200,000. Such a
factory may be built by a single large capitalist, a company of several
large capitalists, by a large number of small capitalists working on the
co-operatiye plan, or ,by a union of a few large and more small capital-
ists. Most of the factories now in operation in the United States are
the property of a few men. The factories at Chino, California, and
Grand Island and Norfolk, Nebraska, are owned by Messrs. Oxnard.
The Pecos Valley factory, at Eddy, New Mexico, is owned chiefly by Mil-
waukee, Wisconsin, capitalists, though many of the residents of the
Pecos Valley are stockholders in the concern. The large factory at Lehi,
Utah, is owned by residents of that region and is a strictly co-operative
concern. This, factory is said to be one of the best equipped in this
•country. It eost about $700,000. The co-operative plan is considered
by ma,ny to be the best, and this system is followed in Germany, where
there are now over 400 beet sugar factories in operation, and in Aus-
tralia nearly 250 more. In a report of the Department of State, pub-
lished a few years ago, the United States Consul at Brussels has this to
say respecting the ownership of the factories by the farmers :

"A very considerable of the refineries in that country are now or-
ganized and incorporated as eo-operative companies. In other words,
the large and small cultivators of the beet in certain districts have built
refineries upon the. following joint stock plan, viz: After determining
the probable cost of their cotemplated refineries, shares of stock are
issued, payable in installments, to cover the expense incurred, and each
stockholder obligates himself to furnish to the refinery an annual quan-
tity of beets, proportioned to the stock he has in the concern, and as
every stockholder, whether large or small, is dependent upon the prod-
uct of the refinery for quite a portion of the products of his cultivation,
it may be readily imagined that he leaves nothing undone in the way of
cultivation to bring his beet crop up to the highest possible standard of
both quantity and quality. Indeed, there can be but little doubt that
this class of sugar-manufacturing associations has done more to perfect
the beet culture in Germany than any other element whatever."

.SOURCES OF SUGAR SUPPLY.

The sources from whicji the principal supply of sugar is obtained
for the world's consumption are not many, though it is produced in
small quantities in a great many countries. The beet root sugar is ob-
tained almost entirely from Europe, the present product aggregating
approximately 8,000,000,000 pounds. The total production of cane
sugar in all countries is about 6,500,000,000 pounds, of which amount
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the beets may be rich in sugar, but the yield will be too small to be a
paying" crop. In a wet soil the beets are too large and contain an insuf-
ficient amount of sugar. A dearth of water produces a small crop and
woodv structure. A heavy clay or adobe is not loose enough to be
easily worked, and requires too much care in irrigating and cultivating
to give good returns. The reports of experiments show that in Wiscon-
sin the richest beets were obtained from a fertile cla\r loam. In Wash-
ington the best results wrere obtained from a soil intermediate between
a clay loam and a sandy loam. In South Dakota a dark sandy loam
and clay loam gave the most satisfactory crop. In Nebraska the best
crops are grown upon a sandy loam. In Kansas the best results are
from a loam. In Iow^a a dark loam proved best. In Indiana most ara-
ble lands gave about equally good results, though a moderately sandy
loam seemed rather better than others. From these results the ideal
soil for the sugar beet may be called a moderately fertile, rather porous,
deep sandy loam, with a porous subsoil.

FERTILIZATION FOR BEET CROP."

Sugar beets, like all root crops, draw very heavily upon the soil for
ash constituents, such as potash, magnesia, lime and phosphoric acid,
also nitrogen. Two-thirds or more of these substances are found in the
leaves and are returned to the land, together with the organic matter of
the leaves, at the end of the growing season. The tops of the beets,
which are also cut off and left in the field, go still further to make good
the loss. There still remains a heavy deficit, however, which in any
thrifty scheme of agriculture iaiust be made good. This drain for a crop
often tons, as averaged from^3 analyses, is:

Pounds.
Potash 7(i. 4
Magnesia 12.5
Ivime 11.0
Phophoric acid „ 23.2
Nitrogen , 41 8

Most virgin soils are sufficiently rich in these constituents not to
need fertilization for several years, but the richest soil can not long
endure such methods. The oldest beet fields at Chino, California, have
now been cropped continuously for five or six years, but although the
Chino soils are ideal in richness and texture the necessity for fertilization
is already being felt there. The soils of Salt River Valley, so far as at
present known, promise well for the culture of the beet, although it
must be remembered that suitable climatic conditions are of equal im-
portance with a good soil. An average of ten analyses of representative
soils from Salt River Valley, made at the Arizona Station, shows in
these soils :

*Contributedby Robert H. Forbes, Chemist of the Station,
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Per Cen t.
Potash 764
lime 2.589
Magnesia 1.747
Phosphoric acid 105
Nitrogen 048
Soluble alkali salts 45

These figures mean that these soils are very rich in potash, lime and
magnesia, and contain a fair amount of phosphoric acid, but are de-
cidedly poor in nitrogen. The soluble alkali salts are abundant but not
excesvsive. The organic matter of arid region soils also is usually very
low. It will probably be found that beet culture in the Salt River Valley
and similar localities in Arizona will require a return of nitrogen and
phosphoric acid early in the history of the proposed industry.

As regards the effect of alkali upon sugar beets, the experiments of
the California Station indicate that "sugar beets of good, and even high
grade, both as to sugar and purity, may be grown on land containing
as much as 12,000 pounds of alkali salts per acre, provided that the
percentage ofcommon salt does not exceed .04 per cent, or 1,500 pounds
per acre." Most Salt River soils thus far examined come safely within
these figures.

There are various forms of fertilizers by which deficiencies may be
remedied. Barnyard manure is stated to be most excellent for the pur-
pose.* In an arid region barnj'-ard manure would supply much needed
organic matter in addition to nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash,
although in such localities it is especially important that the manure be
well rotted. The cost of transportation for commercial fertilizers will
probably limit their use in Arizona. There is much valuable material at
home, however, wrhich can be easily utilized. Ground bones are valua-
ble for the nitrogenous matter they contain, and when subjected to
chemical treatment the calcium phosphate of which they largely consist
may be converted to the useful soluble form.

Old alfalfa fields will doubtless be found favorable for beet culture,
not only for the increased organic matter contributed by the plant roots
but because of the well known power of this and other leguminous
plants to fix atmospheric nitrogen in the soil.

" For the encouragement of those looking towards beet culture in
Arizona, it may be stated that in the Pecos Valley of New Mexico, which
probably resembles Southern Arizona more than any other beet-growing
locality, the last crop is stated to average 17.1 per cent of sugar with
a purity of 89 per cent, both of which figures are better than the
average.

*It must be borne in mind that the application of fertilizers, especially of barn-
yard manure, the year the beet crop is grown has usually proved disastrous to the
crop. The preceding crop in the rotation should be the one fertilized.—[DIRECTOR.
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NOTES ON THE CLIMATOLOGY OF THE SUGAR BEET.

BY EDWARD M. BOGGS, IRRIGATION ENGINEER

AND METEOROLOGIST.

Although the sugar beet is a native of the shores of the Mediterra-
nean Sea, it has reached its highest perfection as a vegetable and its
greatest importance as a commercial product, in more northerly coun-
tries. This seeming paradox is due to the industry and thrift of the in-
habitants of colder regions rather than to any superiority of climate.

The sugar beet will grow to maturity in a great variety of climates,
but in many of them the percentage of sugar yielded is too small to be
profitably extracted by processes now in use. The climatic conditions
of Arizona differ so widely from those of continental Europe where the
sugar beet is extensively grown, that it is impossible to attempt to dis-
cuss within the limits of this paper the differences which exist. Com-
parison is therefore limited to our own country. Experiments have been
made in sugar beet culture in almost every one of the United States,
with more or less success. There is, however, a great difference between
growing a few experimental plots and producing on a commercial scale.
It is assumed that where sugar factories have been erected the successful
growing of the beets is demonstrared.

For the purpose of enabling the climates of various portions of Ari-
zona to be compared with those of places where beet sugar factories
have been built, Table I has been compiled from publications of the IT.
S. Weather Bureau. It shows the altitude of the place, the maximum,
minimum and mean temperature, depths of rain and melted snow and
total depth of snow for each month of 1896 at all stations in Arizona
reporting these data, and at places in other states where beet sugar fac-
tories have recently been in operation or in course of construction.
These factories are located at Alvarado, Chino, Salinas and Watson -
ville, California; Grand Island and Norfolk, Nebraska; Eddy, New Mex-
ico; Lehi, Utah; Staunton, Virginia, and Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin.
In some instances there are no reports of weather observations from the
point where factory is situated. In these cases the nearest place for
which data are available has been chosen. Anaheim, Cal., is included in
the table. No factory has yet been erected at this place, but a large
acreage of beets is grown and shipped by rail to }he factory at Chino.

Temperature.

Unlike tke sugar cane, the beet does not require a hot climate, but
that it can flourish in a hot climate where other conditions are favora-
ble is shown by Table I.

The two factories in the United States where climatic features most
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resemble those of Arizona are Chino, Cal., and Kddy, N. M. In both
these places the temperatures agree closely with those which prevail
throughout the greater part of Southern Arizona.

In more northerly states the beet farmer is compelled to provide silos
for storing the beets between harvest and the time when the factory can
handle them, in order to prevent injury by freezing. This adds a heavy
item of expense to the cost of producing which will doubtless never be
demanded of the Arizona beet grower, whose beets can be left in the
ground until wanted at the factory. The favorable climate of Arizona
permits regulating the season of planting whereby the "campaign" of
the factory may be extended and the acreage which may be served by
tach factory largely increased.

Precipita tion.

In California beets are nowhere grown by irrigation, and at Chino
and Anaheim it is tinusual for any rain to fall during the season of
growth. The lands are low-lying and naturally moist. . Statements are
frequently made that irrigation is a detriment to the crop by reducing
the percentage of sugar. This is doubtless true where irrigation by
flooding is practiced, but certainly is not true as a general proposition.
In some parts of the arid region irrigation is absolutely necessary in
order to support plant life, and where properly conducted it will work
no injury.

Nearly all parts of Arizona receive considerable rain during the grow-
ing season. There are probably portions of the Territory where the
level of ground water has risen so near the surface that beets may grown
without irrigation. It would be well for all investigators to try the ex-
periment of growing beets without irrigation, or, at least, with winter
irrigation only.

Rains during the interval between maturity of the crop and the time
for harvesting are objectionable, for there is danger of starting new
growth, whereby the percentage of sugar and its purity are reduced.
In Arizona rains seldom come during the fall and early winter, the
time when the factories would be operating.

Sunshine.

While high temperature seems not to be necessary, sunshine is essen-
tial to the development of a large percentage of sugar in the beet. Rec-
ords of sunshine are obtained by meteorological observers by means of
special instruments exposed to the sun. If the sun is unobscured
throughout the day, the record is 100 per cent. If it is the same for
every day in the month the monthly record is 100 per cent, which is
called the "possible."

Arizona leads all other sections of the United States in high percent-
age of sunshine. New Mexico is a good second to Arizona in this ele-
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a space of 26 inches for an irrigating furrow and for horse cultivation,
or if preferred, sow in rows twenty inches apart and irrigate and culti-
vate between each two rows. The depth to which seed should be sown
will depend upon the season and character of the soil. A good average
is an inch and a half in depth. Press the soil firmly over the seed row.
The soil should be moist before planting in order that the plants may be
iip before irrigating, if possible, but irrigate as soon as the soil becomes
dry enough, whether the plants are up or not. The question as to the
quantity of seed is an important one. Some have sown as little as four
or live pounds per acre, while others have sown twenty pounds or up-
wards. The best results may be obtained by using 15 to 18 pounds per
acre. It is better to have too much than two little seed, as superfluous
plants may be easily removed, while it is difficult to remedy a thin
stand. The company at Eddy, N. M., rstrongly recommends the sowing
ol twenty pounds per acre.

In the matter of time of seeding, greater latitudes as to time is of-
ferred in Arizona than in more northern climates. In Southern Arizona
seeding may begin in January and be continued until May. It is probable
that the best time for this region will be found to be early in March. In
Northern Arizona it will be two to three weeks later. It must be remem-
bered, however, that these dates have not been determined by actual ex-
perience in Arizona, but are suggested from the practice of other locali-
ties, in which the industry is followed successfully. It is possible that in
Southern Arizona niidsummer or fall seeding may be found desirable.

Thinning.

After the plants are well up and have developed four or five leaves—
about four or live weeks from planting—they should be thinned to a dis-
tance of six to ten inches apart in the row, care being taken to have
them as evenly distributed in the row as possible, taking care, also, to
leave the strongest plants. The matter of thinning is very important
and should be done with very great care. It is a very laborious part of
the operation of growing sugar beets, yet one in which women and chil-
dren are frequently engaged. Although much of the work of thinning
must be done by pulling the superfluous beet plants by hand, a narrow-
bladed hoe, 41/2 to 5 inches broad, is used to advantage, the hands be-
ing employed for removing superfluotis plants from the clusters of plants
thus left standing in the row. At the time of thinning the small weeds
should all be cut and the suface of the soil stirred, care being taken to
not expose the stems of the plants left standing, as the sun and weather
will wither them.
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period in the life history of the plant, when sunlight and warmth are
more desirable than food material.

Cultivating.

The most difficult part of cultivating sugar beets occurs when the
plants are very small. At the time the thinning is done the hoe can be
used very effectively, and it will be necessary to use it to some extent t o
clean weeds away from about the beets and loosen up the soil during
subsequent cultivations. As soon, however, as the beets are large
enough to prevent their being covered by the soil a horse cultivator
should be used and the principal part of the work from that time on
should be done by the use of the horse. After each irrigation there
should be one or more cultivations* The ground should be kept loose
and clean, even though as many as five cultivations may be found nec-
essary. By some it is considered an advantage to throw the soil to-
wards and about the beets at the last cultivation.

Harvesting*

The time of harvesting the beet is not so important as might be sup-
posed. After the maximum amount of sugar is reached it remains prac-
tically stationary until the beet starts to grow again. When it has
reached maturity there is some indication of it by the leaves taking on
somewhat of a yellowish tinge and the outer leaves Hending down about
the beet. Where there is no severe freezing they maybe left in the ground
until needed for the factory, or until there are signs of new growth. The
question of an economical method of harvesting is an important one and
depends to some extent upon the locality and character of the soil. A
two-horse puller is used, or the beets loosened with a subsoil plow and
pulled by hand.

Topping the beets is tisualfy performed before they are removed
from the ground and it is done with a sharp sort of hoe constructed
especially for this purpose. The beets are then plowed out, loosened
with a subsoil plow, or removed with special machinery manufactured
for the purpose. Some, however, practice removing the beets first and
topping afterward. The tops are cut off just below the lowest leaf or
as far down as the beet is sunburned. They should not be left exposed
to the sun after being topped or dug.

Tools and Implements.

Since the sugar beet industry has become such a prominent one in-
many parts of the United States especially constructed tools and imple-
ments have been devised for the economical growing and handling of the
crop. Some of these are of American design, while others are modeled
after similar implements used upon the continent of Europe. For experi-
mental work of a few square rods of beets it is not necessary to secure
these special tools, but where several acres of beets are to be grown




